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Abstract
Under contract to Architectural Resource Group, Applied Archaeological Research, Inc.
(AAR) recently completed an archaeological survey at the Oregon State Hospital (OSH), which
is owned and managed by the State of Oregon Department of Human Services (DHS). The
survey examined the southern half of the OSH located south of Center Street in Salem, Marion
County, Oregon. It included 102 acres that the DHS proposes to redevelop. Approximately 47
acres of the project area is developed with buildings and parking areas. The remaining 55 acres
are mostly undeveloped but contain buried utilities, sidewalks, paved roads, a landscaped park,
and wetlands. Areas currently open may also have contained buildings in the past. The survey
was conducted to assist the DHS in its compliance with state law that protects cultural resources,
discovered and undiscovered, located on state-owned lands. The investigations were conducted
under Oregon Archaeological Excavation Permit No. AP-1076. Fieldwork led to the discovery
of two historic-era archaeological sites (temporarily designated 682-1 and 682-2) and five
prehistoric isolates (temporarily designated 682-3i, 682-4i, 682-5i, 6826i, and 682-7i).
In AAR’s opinion, site 682-1 represents a potential source of important information
related to institutional care and patient therapies during the late nineteenth century at the OSH.
If the site cannot be avoided during the proposed redevelopment of the property, AAR
recommends additional archaeological studies to define the site’s overall boundaries and to
recover a sample of the site’s deposits adequate to determine its status to be listed on the
National Register of Historic Places (NRHP).
Site 682-2 likely consists of household debris from the M. L. Savage homestead, which
was settled before 1852. It is AAR’s opinion that site 682-2 represents a potential source of
important information related to the initial period of American settlement of the Willamette
Valley after the close of the period of active immigration. If the site cannot be avoided during
the proposed redevelopment of the property, AAR recommends additional archaeological studies
to determine its status to be listed on the NRHP.
Isolate 682-6i contained three pieces of lithic debitage and the other isolates each
contained one flake. Isolates are not usually considered eligible for listing in the NRHP.
However, the spacing between the five isolates is minimally 60 meters. If the areas containing
the isolates cannot be avoided during the proposed redevelopment project, AAR recommends
limited additional fieldwork at each isolate to document that they do indeed contain fewer than
10 artifacts.
In addition to the archaeological resources, a scatter of modern and historical debris was
found across nearly the entire surveyed area, referred to as the General Scatter. Two areas in this
scatter contained relative concentrations of objects. These were termed Relative Concentrations
1 and 2. No further archaeological investigations are warranted for the General Scatter or for
Relative Concentrations 1 and 2. It is AAR’s opinion that those resources are not archaeological
and that they do represent source of potentially important information regarding the historical
operations of the OSH.
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INTRODUCTION
Description and Purpose of Investigation
Under contract to Architectural Resource Group, Applied Archaeological Research, Inc.
(AAR) recently completed an archaeological survey at the Oregon State Hospital (OSH), which
is owned and managed by the State of Oregon Department of Human Services (DHS). The
survey examined the southern half of the OSH located south of Center Street in Salem, Marion
County, Oregon, in the northwestern quarter of Section 25 of Township 7 South, Range 3 West,
Willamette Meridian (Figure 1). It was conducted to assist the DHS in its compliance with state
law that protects cultural resources, discovered and undiscovered, located on state-owned lands.
The investigations were conducted under Oregon Archaeological Excavation Permit No. AP1076.
The survey project area included 102 acres that the DHS proposes to redevelop.
Approximately 47 acres of the project area is developed with buildings and parking areas. The
remaining 55 acres are mostly undeveloped but contain buried utilities, sidewalks, paved roads, a
landscaped park, and wetlands. Areas currently open may also have contained buildings in the
past.
AAR’s investigation of the OSH property included background documentary and
historical cartographic research and field studies that included pedestrian and subsurface surveys.
Archaeological investigations focused mainly on the undeveloped parts of the hospital grounds,
as those areas were deemed to have the highest likelihood to contain intact or relatively intact
archaeological deposits but areas between existing buildings were also investigated to search for
historical archaeological deposits related to former structures. Two historic-era archaeological
sites and five prehistoric isolated finds were found and documented during the survey. Site and
isolated find record forms are included in this report as Appendix A.
Project Area Description
Project lands are located in the Willamette Region, within the Pudding River sub-basin of
the Middle Willamette Basin. The southern half of the hospital grounds approximates a
rectangle with an extension off its eastern side. East-to-west and including the extension, the
project area is maximally 2,400 feet (ft) long. North-to-south, it is approximately 1,700 ft long
(Figure 2). The southern half of the hospital grounds are bordered to the north by NE Center
Street, to the west by NE 24th Street, to the south by the Oregon State Penitentiary, and by
property boundaries to the east.
The project area includes two well-defined terraces separated by a short slope of variable
grade. Elevations across the terraces range between 185 and 200 ft above mean sea level. The
general slope of the land is to the south and west toward Mill Creek, which is approximately onequarter mile to the south. Most current development in the project area is concentrated on the
more elevated terrace and particularly its northeastern corner (Figure 3). Its northwestern corner
is a landscaped park with lawn, trees, walkways, a fountain, and tennis courts. The lower terrace
is mostly open and consists of a grassy field dotted with wetlands (Figure 4). Vegetation across
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Figure 1. Location of the Oregon State Hospital as depicted on the 1969 Salem East, Oreg. and
Salem West Oreg. (photorevised 1986) 7.5-minute topographic quadrangles.
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Figure 2. Configuration of the OSH project area showing existing developments.
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Figure 3. Overview, facing northwest, showing open area on the lower terrace
and developments on the upper terrace.

Figure 4. Overview, facing west, the lower terrace with wetlands in foreground.
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the hospital grounds consists primarily of grasses, trees, and landscape plantings. Over 1,000
trees representing 20 species have been planted on the grounds (PBS Engineering and
Environmental 2007).
While parts of the hospital grounds are heavily developed, the entire property represents
a managed landscape (see below). Even the open and seemingly undisturbed parts of the
property are likely to have been shaped and modified over the past 125 years to fit the changing
needs of the hospital. Although not always readily apparent, much of the open part of the
grounds has been drained, cut-and-filled, and otherwise disturbed by the installation of utilities,
roads, paths, fountains, landscaping, and farming activities.
Conventions
By convention, measurements given for distances, areas, and elevations are in English
units without metric equivalents. Measurements that describe archaeological excavation units or
objects are in metric units without English system equivalents. Commas are used to denote
thousands in numbers used to express ages and distances. Calendar dates and dates to express
years before the present (B.P.) do not use commas to denote the thousands place but do use
commas to denote the ten thousands place.
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ENVIRONMENTAL, ARCHAEOLOGICAL, AND CULTURAL BACKGROUND
Environmental Setting
The project area is located in the Willamette Valley physiographic province, which
consists of a structural depression approximately 100 miles long north to south by 40 miles wide
situated between the Coast Range to the west and Cascade Mountains to the east (Alt and
Hyndman 1978; Baldwin 1981). Hydrologically, the project area is located within the
Willamette River drainage basin. Mill Creek, the drainage nearest the project area, is a tributary
of the Willamette River. The creek heads in the Cascade Mountain foothills and flows about 30
miles to its confluence near downtown Salem.
A complex series of uplift, erosion, flooding, and alleviation events characterizes the
geologic history of the Willamette Valley. Closely related to geologic formations in the Coast
Range, the oldest rocks in the valley consist of marine basalt formations ca. 2 miles thick (Orr et
al. 1992). Yamhill Formation deposits composed of muds, sands, and silts mixed with ash and
basalt formations overlie the marine basalts in the northern section of the Willamette Valley (Orr
et al. 1992:205).
Basalt formations in the northern Willamette Valley date to mid- to late-Miocene time.
They are formed from lava that flowed from fissures and vents in northeastern Oregon and
poured into the Willamette Valley reaching as far south as Salem. In Marion County and areas
to the north, mudflow deposits, clastic sediments, and volcanic tuffs of the Molalla Formation
interfinger with the basalts, which collectively are known as the Columbia River basalt group.
After the basalts were laid down, erosion of surrounding mountain ranges and alluvial deposition
from the ancestral Columbia River deposited a thick layer of silt, known as the Tualatin
Formation, in the northern part of the valley.
Uplifting and tilting of the Coast Range during the Pliocene resulted in the creation of the
Willamette Valley as a separate physiographic province. The Pliocene also saw the deposition of
the Boring Lavas from over 100 small shield volcanoes located throughout the northern part of
the valley. Erosion during the Pliocene and Pleistocene of surrounding mountain ranges
deposited thick layers of silts, sands, and gravels on the valley floor. Flood and aeolian deposits
were also laid down during this time. Catastrophic floods dating to the terminal Pleistocene
deposited fine silts and erratics as far south as Coburg in the Willamette Valley and to an
elevation of 400 ft in the valley foothills (Alt and Hyndman 1978:67; Baldwin 1981). Recent
alluvium is widespread along the Willamette River and its major tributaries.
The project area is located in the geographic center of the valley near the Salem, Eola,
Waldo, and Amity hills. These bands of low hills are generally below ca. 1,000 ft in elevation
and divide the north half of the valley from the south. The project area is located on the Winkle
geomorphic landsurface, one of five major geomorphic landsurfaces that have been identified
within the Willamette Valley (the others being the Calapooia, Senecal, Ingram, and Horseshoe
surfaces). The Winkle surface is one of the more extensive landsurfaces in the Willamette
Valley and has the morphological character of an abandoned floodplain of an aggrading stream.
It was not abandoned as the active flood plain until between approximately 3,290 and 5,250
years ago (Balster and Parsons 1968:9).
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Soils mapped for project lands are included in the Woodburn-Amity-Willamette soil
association (Williams 1972). Soils in this grouping are poorly drained to excessively drained
and are found on dominantly level to rolling alluvial terraces. Woodburn Silt loam, 0 to 3
percent slopes, is mapped on the upper terrace. It is a moderately well drained soil formed from
silty alluvium and loess. Amity silt loam is the primary soil mapped on the lower terrace. It is a
somewhat poorly drained soil formed in mixed alluvium. Clackamas gravelly loam is mapped in
the southwest corner of the lower terrace. It is a poorly drained soil formed in mixed gravelly
alluvium (Williams 1972).
Early historical reports of the Willamette Valley (e.g., Palmer 1847; Douglas 1914; Boag
1992) describe a landscape featuring a mixture of prairie-savanna, open oak groves, riparian
woodlands along the major streams and rivers, and forests on the valley foothills. Franklin and
Dyrness (1988) refer to this mosaic as the Pinus-Quercus-Pseudotsuga Zone. The prairiesavannas consisted of seral plant communities that were maintained, if not created, by fire
(Franklin and Dyrness 1988:122). Ethnohistorians and plant geographers have concluded that
the indigenous people of the valley perpetuated the prairie-savannas through the setting of fires,
probably on an annual basis. If not for the fires, most, if not all prairies would have become
colonized by forests (Johannessen et al. 1971; Zenk 1990:547). Oak woodlands were (and are)
composed mainly of Oregon white oak (Quercus garryana) and riparian forests, which lined the
banks of the Willamette River its tributaries, included Douglas-fir, Oregon ash (Fraxinus
latifolia), black cottonwood (Populus trichocarpa), willows (Salix sp.), alder (Alnus sp.), and
maple (Acer sp.) (Towle 1982:68). The coniferous forest covering the valley foothills was
composed of Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) with grand fir (Abies grandis) and big-leaf
maple (Acer macrophyllim).
Ethnographic Background
At the time of Euroamerican contact, the Kalapuya Indians occupied the project area and
all of the Willamette Valley above the Willamette Falls, as well as the northern portion of the
Umpqua drainage south of the Calapooia Hills. Project lands were within the traditional territory
of the Santiam Kalapuya.
Information on the lifeways of the aboriginal Kalapuya is limited. Linguists Albert
Gatschet and Leo Frachtenberg collected ethnographic information on the Kalapuya in the latenineteenth and early-twentieth centuries (Gatschet et al. 1945; Zenk 1976:14). Melville Jacobs
collected additional ethnographic material in the 1920s and 1930s (Jacobs 1945). The
information collected by these three men comprises the primary account of Kalapuya culture.
Because of catastrophic population losses suffered by the Kalapuya in the late-eighteenth century
and the first decades of the nineteenth century (see below), the ethnographic information related
most specifically to a culture that was largely extinct at the time it was collected.
The Kalapuya consisted of 13 or more autonomous tribes. Each tribe was composed of a
number of winter-village groups that shared a dialect. Each winter-village group was composed
of one or more patrilocal extended families and the individual winter village groups may have
been comparable to what have been termed “patrilocal bands” (Service 1962). The “band” units
were presumably dialectically distinct and were organized into three mutually unintelligible
languages that comprise the Kalapuya linguistic family, part of the putative Penutian phylum
Applied Archaeological Research, Inc. Report No. 682
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(Zenk 1990:547). The northern Kalapuyan language had at least two dialects (TualatinYamhill), the central language had between six and ten dialects, and the southern language had at
least one dialect (Yoncalla) and probably other undocumented dialects as well.
Winter-village groups comprised the basis of Kalapuya society. Evidence suggests that a
virilocal residence pattern and local exogamy were the rule. The various winter-village groups
that shared a dialect had some sense of group identity and some sense of economic unity. Each
tribe was politically autonomous and was headed by tribal chiefs although this construct may be
of historical development, the result of population consolidation (following catastrophic
population declines in the 1780s and 1830s) and the demands of government agents to deal with
authoritative representatives of the tribes (Zenk 1990:549). Political authority was in the body of
the winter-village chief or perhaps in the larger villages by two or three ranked chiefs. Chiefs
were invariably wealthy and stood at one extreme of the social organization. Slaves comprised
the other extreme. In between chiefs and slaves were probably less pronounced gradations that
separated the more respectable commoners from the few exceptionally poor.
Kalapuyan houses at winter villages sites were rectangular in plan, constructed of bark,
planks, or both, and had shed or gable roofs. There is some question as to the antiquity of this
pattern as only one prehistoric structure has been recorded in the entire central or southern
Willamette Valley (White 1975a). Typically, no shelters were put up at warm weather camps, or
if present consisted of grass and fir-bough huts or fir-branch windbreaks (Zenk 1976:42).
Santiam subsistence included a wide range of animal and vegetable resources, but was
heavily dependent on vegetal products, especially camas, large quantities of which were gathered
during the summer and fall, roasted in oven-pits and dried, and often pressed into cakes.
Tarweed seeds, wapato, hazel nuts, and assorted berries were also important resources. Among
these, tarweed seeds were of particular importance. The seeds were gathered from burned-over
prairies. Other important resources included large and small mammals, birds, lampreys, and
insects.
Boyd (1975:135) estimates that there were 12,000 Kalapuyans prior to Euroamerican
contact. The Kalapuya suffered catastrophic population losses during the late-eighteenth and
early-nineteenth centuries due to diseases introduced by Euroamerican traders and fur trappers.
By the end of the 1830s perhaps only 600 Kalapuyans remained. Nine Santiam Kalapuya were
enumerated on the 1910 census (Swanton 1952:468). Efforts to place the Kalapuya onto
reservation lands began in 1851. In 1855, a treaty that encompassed all Kalapuyans was signed
and in 1856, all but a few of the remaining Kalapuyans were moved onto the Grand Ronde
Reservation.
Prehistoric Overview
The first to explore the Willamette Valley likely were small parties of highly mobile
Paleoindians. These nomadic hunter-gatherers left little trace of their visits (Connolly 1994).
They were succeeded by groups characterized as Archaic, a cultural tradition that broadly refers
to an adaptive strategy wherein regional or local groups, familiar with the seasonality and
distribution of plant and animal resources, exploited those resources throughout various local and
regional microenvironments. The Archaic is traditionally divided into Early (ca. 8000 - 6000
Applied Archaeological Research, Inc. Report No. 682
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B.P.), Middle (ca. 6000 - 1750 B.P.), and Late (ca. 1750 - 200 B.P.) periods. The Early Archaic
coincides with the first half of the Middle Post-Glacial, or Hypsithermal, a period of maximum
warmth and dryness that followed the cool and moist Early Post-Glacial. The Early Archaic is
characterized by a subsistence pattern that emphasized broad-based hunting with secondary
emphasis on gathering (Minor et al. 1982). Large, lanceolate Cascade projectile points are
diagnostic of this period. The Early Archaic toolkit also included knives, scrapers, drills,
modified flakes, manos, metates, hammerstones, and edge ground cobbles. Early Archaic sites
have been found in the foothills of the Cascade and Coast ranges, and in valley edge and valley
floor settings, which suggests a broad-based economy and familiarity with a variety of
environmental niches. Available faunal evidence indicates that deer, elk, marmot, rabbit, and
weasel were used (Newman 1966), while the presence of manos, metates, and edge ground
cobbles indicate use of vegetal resources.
The Middle Archaic (ca. 6000 - 1750 B.P.) appears to represent a time of expansion and
intensification of basic subsistence and technological patterns already in place (Minor et al.
1982). Artifacts diagnostic of this period include side-notched and large, stemmed projectile
points with broad necks. Lanceolate points also occur in this period, but in reduced numbers
compared to the preceding Early Archaic. The Middle Archaic toolkit also included knives,
drills, gravers, scrapers, reamers, spokeshaves, hammerstones, choppers, anvils, scraper planes,
and abrading stones (Cheatham 1988). Vegetal resources may have been of greater importance
during this period as evidenced by an increase in the recovery of mortars and pestles at some
Middle Archaic sites. Two successive Middle Archaic cultural patterns have been identified on
the valley floor and have been termed the Flannagan and Lingo phases. Dating to the first half of
the Middle Archaic (ca. 6000 to 4000 B.P.), the Flannagan phase coincided with the later half of
the Hypsithermal interval. Artifact assemblages from this period include heavy, broad-neck and
heavy, lanceolate projectile points (Toepel 1985:151-153). The following Lingo phase dates to
the later half of the Middle Archaic, between ca. 4000 - 1750 B.P. The beginning date for this
phase coincided with the onset of the Late Post-Glacial period that was characterized by cooler,
moister conditions than the Hypsithermal. Moderately heavy, stemmed projectile points, and
fewer heavy stemless projectile points characterize artifact assemblages from this phase (Toepel
1985:154).
Evidence from Lingo phase components indicates that the basic subsistence and
settlement patterns recorded for the ethnographic Kalapuya Indians were in place by
approximately 4000 B.P., including a seasonal round during which both valley floor and upland
habitats were used. Faunal remains from Middle Archaic sites include deer, elk, and a variety of
small mammals. A semi-subterranean house pit with a central hearth excavated at the Hurd site,
near Coburg in the southern Willamette Valley, dates to the Lingo phase and is the earliest (and
only) prehistoric structure thus far excavated in the Willamette Valley (White 1975b). As
permanent structures are usually considered evidence for winter villages, the Hurd site pit house
suggests that at least by the Lingo phase, a settlement system that included winter villages,
summer base camps, and a variety of smaller special task sites was in place (Cheatham
1988:201; White 1975b).
The Late Archaic dates to between ca. 1750 to 200 B.P. Climatically, this period was
encompassed by the Late Post-Glacial climatic episode that began during Middle Archaic times
and continues to the present. In most regards, settlement and subsistence pursuits do not appear
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to change significantly from the preceding Lingo phase and continuity is suggested for the two
periods. Technologically, broad-necked projectile points were mostly replaced during the Late
Archaic by small, narrow-necked projectile points, a change that is related to a shift in weapon
systems from the atlatl and dart to the bow and arrow (Toepel 1985:155). The introduction of
non- native, Euroamerican trade goods marks the end of this period. Other items included in the
Late Archaic toolkit include spokeshaves, reamers, denticulates, scrapers, gravers, drills,
reamers, hammerstones, anvils, mortars, and pestles. Late Archaic components in the northern
Willamette Valley are subsumed in the Fuller phase, named after the Fuller Mound site located
near Whiteson. Other than new varieties of projectile points, the Fuller phase tool assemblage is
not much different from Middle Archaic assemblages.
Previous Archaeology in and near the Project Area
Background research was conducted to determine if archaeological sites have previously
been documented in the project and surrounding areas. It was determined that no archaeological
sites are recorded on the southern half of the OSH grounds. A reconnaissance-level
archaeological survey was conducted in the current project area in 2007 (Allen et al. 2007).
Historic-era artifacts were noted in several areas of the grounds during the survey but the
artifacts were not documented as archaeological sites and their locations were not mapped.
Numerous sites have been recorded in the general vicinity and are concentrated along
Mill Creek. George E. Tomkins, an artifact collector in the Salem area, was among the first to
locate archaeological sites along and near Mill Creek, which he did not formally record. In a
brief article, Tomkins described several “Indian camps” he found east and west of the current
project area on former and current channels of the creek (Tomkins 1962-1964:44-45). Tomkins
(1962-1964:41) prepared a crude map of the sites but it cannot be used to pinpoint site locations
accurately. Tomkins (1962-1964:44) notes “the whole area from the state penitentiary
[southwest] to the airport, including Waters Field, shows hunting remains” (Tomkins 19621964:44).
Several archaeological surveys have been conducted near the project area (Bland and
Connolly 2005a, 2005b; Connolly 1991; Hartmann 1977; Henrikson 2003; Oetting 1996;
Pettigrew 1981, 1985). Of these, the only archaeological deposits noted were a historic-era site
(Bland and Connolly 2005a) and three prehistoric isolated finds (Bland and Connolly 2005b).
The recorded prehistoric sites nearest the project area are included in the Mill Creek Site
Complex (Freidenburg and Burtchard 1990), which includes 10 sites that are minimally one mile
southeast of the hospital grounds. Sites included in the complex are located on modern or former
channels of Mill Creek and most have been characterized as open camps and/or stone tool
manufacturing sites. Testing and data recovery excavations have been conducted at eight of the
sites, including 35MA7, 35MA9, 35MA12, 35MA63, and 35MA70 (Connolly et al. 1998; Minor
and Toepel 1995; Pettigrew 1980) and 35MA11, 35MA64, and 35MA65 (Minor and Toepel
1995; Tasa 2003). These excavations have documented intensive use of the Mill Creek area for
a 6,000-year period.
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Historic and Cartographic Research
The review of historical and cartographic sources focused on identifying events and
activities that potentially had an effect on archaeological resources, if present. Main sources
reviewed include General Land Office (GLO) maps, Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps (Sanborn
map), and the reports of the Board of Insane Asylum Commissioners (BIAC).
In 1883, the State of Oregon constructed the Oregon State Hospital, which was then
known as the Oregon State Insane Asylum. The hospital was built on lands that formerly were
part of the Morgan L. “Lute” Savage Donation Land Claim (DLC). In 1864, The State of
Oregon purchased 147 acres of land from Savage for a penitentiary, at a price of $9,019.17 ($45
per acre plus the water rights of the Willamette Woolen Manufacturing Company) (Edgar
Williams & Co. 1878:23). An 1852 GLO map of Township 7 South, Range 3 West, Willamette
Meridian, shows that Savage had already made improvements to the land including constructing
a house, a barn, and two other buildings (GLO 1852). Projected onto modern maps showing the
hospital grounds, the buildings were located along the eastern edge of the project area and two
were located on the hospital’s grounds. The buildings were noted while federally employed
cadastral surveyors were setting internal section lines in the township. Their locations were
plotted using survey equipment that modern cartographers suggest had an angular arc of error of
approximately one-half minute (Keith Garnett, cartographer, personal communication to Bill R.
Roulette, September 1993). The precision of the equipment used at the time prevents a literal
interpretation of the building locations. Without corroborating evidence, which archaeological
research could possibly provide, the buildings cannot definitely be said to have been on the
hospital grounds.
Sanborn maps for the years 1888, 1890, 1895, 1926-1927, and 1950 were analyzed to
trace the developments of the hospital grounds through time and to identify the locations of
historic-era buildings that have since been removed. An 1888 Sanborn map shows the
configuration of buildings five years after the opening of the hospital. At this time, the
westernmost part of the “J” building was built, along with attached dining and kitchen facilities
in the central courtyard between the male and female recreation grounds. The map shows a
laundry facility separate and east of the kitchen, along with a well pump, a cistern, and a
carpenter shop. Also shown are two structures to the southeast of the “J” building. Agricultural
fields are shown south and east of the building complex, and open “asylum grounds” to the west
(Sanborn 1888).
An 1890 Sanborn map shows that the northern wing of the “J” building had been
expanded, the carpenters shop moved about 100 ft northward, a bath house added east of the
laundry, and that a small workshop had been built between the laundry and bathhouse (Sanborn
1890).
An 1895 Sanborn map shows that by that year the center of the “J” building had been
expanded to connect the kitchen and laundry buildings. Several new buildings appear including
a commissary north of the bathhouse, a morgue east of the bathhouse, and an infirmary
immediately southeast of the “J” building. Southeast of the infirmary are shown several
livestock structures, including a cow barn with a hayloft, a hog pen, a hen house, and a hen yard.
The map shows an elevated and planked drive in this area (Sanborn 1895).
Applied Archaeological Research, Inc. Report No. 682
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Comparing the 1895 Sanborn map to the 1926-1927 edition shows that substantial change
occurred on the property in the intervening years. By 1927, the “J” building had expanded into
its current configuration and the area west of the building had been transformed into park
grounds including a pond with a doughnut-shaped island, a tennis court, and pathways. The
1926-1927 map shows the park larger than it is at present. The 1926-1927 map is the first to
show Center Street with its modern name (earlier maps show it as Asylum Avenue). That map is
also the first to show staff residences south of Center Street. The homes were for the facility
Superintendent and Assistant Superintendent. Another new building south of those houses was
used for general storage and as an automobile garage. The houses are linked to the rest of the
campus by an upgraded road network. By 1927, the bathhouse had been replaced with a
carpentry, cobbler, and upholstery shop. Many new buildings are shown for the first time
located mainly east and southeast of the “J” building that included open air sleeping quarters for
patients with tuberculosis, a root house, three greenhouses, a new laundry, and a power house
with attached crematory and smoke stack. On the lower terrace the 1926-1927 map shows new
livestock and agricultural structures, including an implement shed, wagon shed, horse barn, cow
barn, corrals, vegetable washing house, and a hog shed (Sanborn 1926-1927).
A 1950 Sanborn map shows that over time the facility continued to expand to the east
(Sanborn 1950). Buildings appearing for the first time include a tuberculosis ward where
greenhouses had formerly been located, replacement greenhouses in new locations, a hog fuel
storage building, an industrial building, a garage/dormitory building, and a building labeled
“Wards 39&40”. Several small cottages had been added to the grounds and fronted onto what
are now Greenway Drive NE and 24th Place NE. The 1950 map is also the first one to mention a
refuse burner, which was located at the east end of the property along a spur track to the
penitentiary.
The BIAC reports for 1882, 1885, and 1889 include descriptions of many activities that
have impacted the lower terrace, which was identified as having high probability to contain
prehistoric and historic-era archaeological resources (Allen et al. 2007:16). Mainly the activities
were geared toward draining wetlands on the terrace and improving soil drainage so that the area
could be used for agricultural pursuits. Activities mentioned in the reports include the
excavation of drainage ditches and installation of drainage tile, deep plowing, the removal of soil
from approximately 34 acres for making bricks, and the deposition of 1,000 loads of gravel
(BIAC 1889:7-12). Although it is not specified, the gravel was probably deposited in
conjunction with the deep plowing to improve soil drainage.
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FIELD AND LABORATORY METHODS
Field Methods
Fieldwork was conducted between January 17 and 23, 2008. Initially, all accessible parts
of the 102-acre grounds were examined using pedestrian transects spaced approximately 10
meters (m) apart, where possible. In areas around existing buildings or that were inundated or
demarcated as wetlands, transects were spaced more opportunistically. All exposures of mineral
soil, including rodent burrows and exposed garden beds, were closely inspected for the presence
of artifacts or other indicators of archaeological resources, such as fire cracked rock or
discolored sediment.
After the pedestrian survey, 93 shovel test pits (STPs) were excavated to search for
buried archaeological deposits. The STPs were distributed at varying frequency across project
lands. The most intensely investigated areas were those that were deemed to have the highest
potential to contain archaeological deposits. For prehistoric deposits, these included the leading
edge of the more elevated terrace and high and dry areas around and between demarcated
wetlands on the lower terrace. For historic-era deposits, they included the easternmost part of
the project area that formerly was part of the M. L. Savage DLC and areas around former
hospital-related structures that were part of the historical landscape. For both types of resources,
lower probability areas defined as places where obvious earthmoving had occurred, inundated
areas, and demarcated wetlands. Fewer (or no) STPs were excavated in areas deemed to have
lower potential to contain archaeological deposits.
The STPs were cylindrical pits 30 centimeters (cm) in diameter and each was excavated
to a minimum depth of 50 cm below surface (cmbs). All excavated sediment was passed through
one-eighth-inch mesh hardware cloth. Standardized information including a description of the
location, physical setting, types of sediment, and artifact recovery was recorded for each STP.
The STPs were completely backfilled and the location of each probe was plotted onto a project
map. All objects found in STPs and select objects observed on the ground surface were
collected. Surface objects were collected if they were part of a recognizable concentration or if
they were demonstrably historical. Recovered and collected objects were placed in bags marked
with the project number, the probe location, relative depth of the find, the excavator’s initials,
and the date, and returned to AAR’s lab in Portland for processing and analysis.
Laboratory and Analytical Methods
Recovered objects were cleaned, inventoried, cataloged, and analyzed. Their processing
followed the Secretary of the Interior’s guidelines for archaeological curation. In general, all
collected objects were washed and air-dried after which they were placed in 4 mil, curation
quality, re-sealable plastic bags onto which were affixed foil-back archival quality printed labels
bearing site and provenience information. Plastic bags were placed into a metal-reinforced,
archival quality storage box for long term curation. A comprehensive inventory of recovered
materials was prepared that is arranged by catalog number, provenience, and artifact type. It is
attached to this report as Appendix B.
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Prehistoric Artifact Analysis
All of the prehistoric artifacts were of stone and consisted of pieces of debitage (flakes).
Each piece of lithic debitage was examined to identify raw material, amount and location of
cortex, size, shape, and curvature of the flake, characteristics of the platform, and dorsal scar
morphology. The technological attributes serve to identify the particular reduction stage and
technology that produced a flake and are indicative of the types of tools that were produced even
when the finished tool forms are absent. Flakes are categorized as derived from core reduction,
percussion bifacial thinning, and pressure reduction. Early and late stages for each of these basic
flintknapping activity categories are also recognized. Flakes that were incomplete or lacked
diagnostic attributes were classified as non-specific percussion-flakes (PERC), shatter (SH), or
flake fragments of undetermined technological association (UND). Raw material categories
identified in the small collection include cryptocrystalline silicate (CCS), quartzite (QTZ), and
obsidian (OBS).
Historical Artifacts and Modern Objects
All of the non-prehistoric items recovered and collected were analyzed. Artifacts, those
items demonstrably more than 75 years in age, were analyzed more fully than un-dateable
objects, which comprise the majority of non-prehistoric items. The historical artifacts in the
collections were identified and separated into functional groups using South’s (1977) system as
modified by Praetzellis and Praetzellis (1990, 1997) to account for later periods and western
contexts. The functional groups serve as a method of organizing the historical artifact
assemblage and group objects used in specific tasks or spheres of the home and the larger world.
Functional groups include Activities, Domestic, Industrial, Personal, Storage, Structural,
Indefinite Use and Undefined. These broad groups are subdivided. For example, the Domestic
Group includes the categories, Food, Food Preparation and Consumption, Food Storage,
Furnishings, Heating and Lighting, and Sewing. Sources used to identify artifacts included
ceramic and bottle collector’s catalogs, wholesale hardware catalogs, early-twentieth century
mail order catalogs, and other standard historical archaeology texts.
Analyses performed on the historical artifact collection included dating all temporally
diagnostic objects, calculating the minimum number of items (MNI) represented by complete
and fragmentary objects with known function (mainly glass bottles, glassware, and ceramics),
and determining the former contents of glass bottles (a preliminary step in determining function).
Minimum vessel counts were determined for each feature or more discrete provenience within a
feature, where appropriate. For bottles, MNI counts were based on counts of complete bottles
plus complete or nearly complete finishes and bases. For ceramic vessels and glassware, the
MNI counts were based on complete items plus complete or nearly complete bases or
appreciable sections of vessel rims. For the ceramic collection, decorative types were also
considered in estimating the minimum ceramic vessel count. The decorative attribute was used
conservatively, however, as elements of a design may not have extended onto vessel bases or
rims and thus there was potential that a single vessel could be counted twice. Ceramic vessels
were identified as to form when possible. When specific form could not be identified, vessels
were described as hollowwares or tablewares. Pieces were described as decorated or
undecorated. Decorations include molded rims, decals, transfer prints, hand painted design, and
sometimes combinations of various decoration techniques.
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Bottles were assigned to functional groups and categories based on their inferred
contents. Bottle finishes, glass color, and embossed lettering were used separately and in
conjunction to determine contents. Certain assumptions were made when assigning bottles or
fragments to a particular functional group or category. For example, bottles come in a great
variety of shapes but many are traditional shapes associated with specific contents (Fike
1987:14). Bottles with a Philadelphia (or Buffalo) oval base profile and a patent or prescription
neck finish (i.e., lip) most likely contained a prescription medicine. Less emphasis was placed
on the color of glass in assigning individual artifacts to functional categories. Color is not as
indicative of the former content of a bottle as are shape and neck finish. Nonetheless, olive glass
is most commonly associated with alcoholic beverages, especially wine, champagne, and some
ales. Amber glass is typical of beer and whiskey bottles.
The MNI counts were not assigned to artifacts in the Undefined or Indefinite Use groups.
The former includes objects for which form cannot be determined, such as metal bits or blobs, or
fused or burned glass. The latter includes items that are pieces of larger articles, which
themselves do not allow the larger item to be identified as to specific function. Body glass or
ceramic sherds are two examples. In many cases, the sherds likely are associated with articles
already counted in the other functional categories.
Disposition of the Artifacts and Related Materials
Artifacts recovered from the site, as well as photographs, field and laboratory records
have been prepared for curation and are being held temporarily by AAR. Upon completion of
acceptance of the final report and completion of the project, AAR will coordinate the final
transfer of the collection to the State Museum of Anthropology at the Oregon Museum of
Natural and Cultural History in Eugene.
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RESULTS
Fieldwork led to the discovery of five prehistoric isolates (places where fewer than 10
artifacts were found) and two historic-era archaeological sites (Figure 5). The sites are
temporarily designated 682-1 and 682-2, pending the assignment of Smithsonian trinomials, and
the five isolated finds are temporarily designated 682-3i, 682-4i, 682-5i, 682-6i, and 682-7i. In
addition, a scatter of modern and historical debris was found across nearly the entire surveyed
area, both on the ground surface and in STPs. This is referred to as the General Scatter. Within
the General Scatter, two areas contained relative concentrations of objects. These were termed
Relative Concentrations 1 and 2.
The General Scatter and the Relative Concentrations have not been recorded as
archaeological resources. Relative Concentrations 1 and 2 do not meet the 75-year age
requirement to be considered archaeological. The General Scatter includes some objects that are
demonstrably more than 75 years of age, such as three pieces of amethyst-tinted glass (see
below), however, they are part of the more general and incidental scatter that does not form a
coherent deposit.
General Scatter
The General Scatter includes 187 objects found in 44 STPs and many other items noted
on the ground surface of which only select objects were collected. Twenty-seven of the 44 STPs
were placed in areas on the upper terrace near existing buildings or corresponding to places
where razed historical buildings had been located. The others were widely spread across the
undeveloped part of the upper terrace and across the southern edge of the lower terrace.
The scatter consists of largely non-temporally diagnostic objects such as metal fasteners
(mainly nails but also including some bolts), rusted metal “blobs,” unidentifiable metal
fragments, windowpane glass, colorless glass bottle body fragments, unmarked fragments of
white improved earthenware (WIE), and pieces of modern plastic. These items account for 80
percent of the objects found in STPs (n=150) and are not dateable with any degree of precision.
In addition, the scatter includes 25 glass sherds in a variety of colors including aqua (n=11), olive
(n=5), white opaque (n=4), amethyst-tinted (n=3), and amber (n=2). Some of the fragments are
misshapen by exposure to hot fires. Other than the amethyst-tinted sherds, none of the glass
fragments can be dated. Amethyst tinting is the result of solarization of manganese that is
present in glass that was originally manufactured clear or colorless. Manganese was added to
glass beginning around 1880 and except for certain kinds of decorative glass items, was no
longer used by glass manufacturers after approximately 1917 (Lockhart 2006; Newman 1970).
In addition to the WIE sherds, nine other pieces of ceramic which includes two pieces of terra
cotta flower pot, and parts of three buttons round out the items found in STPs included in the
General Scatter. They are not demonstrably historical.
Relative Concentrations 1 and 2
Two areas contained recognizable concentrations of surface artifacts. Dateable objects
from the concentrations were collected and STPs were placed nearby to determine the presence
or absence of subsurface archaeological deposits. Relative Concentration 1 was located on the
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upper terrace near existing building number 92. STP 69 was placed next to the scatter of surface
artifacts. Relative Concentration 2 was on the lower terrace. STP 90 was placed next to the
scatter of surface artifacts. The items recovered from the surface and STPs were analyzed
separate from those included in the General Scatter. Each relative concentration included a base
of a WIE vessel with a mark from the Wallace pottery that was in use after 1948 (Lehner
1988:498-499). Neither relative concentration contained clear evidence to indicate that the post1948 ceramic vessels are intrusive into an older, historical archaeological deposit. On that basis,
the relative concentrations were determined not to be sufficiently old to be recorded as
archaeological resources.
Site 682-1
This site is located toward the western edge of the hospital grounds south from the row of
former staff housing along Greenway Drive NE. This area is on the lower terrace down slope
from the upper terrace and the main hospital complex. Artifacts at this site were first noted on
rodent burrowing back dirt piles (Figure 6). STP 93 was placed adjacent to but outside of the
area that contained the surface artifacts. It contained 77 items that include historical artifacts and
objects that cannot be directly dated but that are considered historical due to their association
with historical artifacts. Most artifacts in the STP were found between 0 and 20 cmbs but some
were found as deep as 40 cmbs. For present purposes, the site boundary is drawn to include only
the area where artifacts were exposed at the ground surface and where STP 93 was placed. This
area measures approximately 34 m north to south and 20 m east to west. The site probably is
much larger.
Combined with the 56 artifacts collected from the surface, 133 objects were collected
from site 682-1. With the exception of one complete bottle and several whole buttons, the
artifacts are highly fragmented. Functionally, most artifacts are assignable to the Domestic
group and represent household products and objects (n=43). Next most common are artifacts in
the Structural group (n=33). Seventeen artifacts are classified as Personal group objects and 40
items could not be assigned to a particular functional group and are classified as Indefinite
Use/Undefined.
Domestic group artifacts include 32 pieces of undecorated WIE that represent a minimum
of 13 vessels. For the most part, the fragments are too small to suggest vessel form but flatwares
and hollowares are both represented. One additional WIE fragment is decorated with a brown
transfer print and another with a hand-applied floral pattern. Five ceramic fragments are bases
that have partial makers’ marks. One mark includes the partial word “TRAD” and a shield logo.
It was used by the Edward Clarke and Company, England, pottery between 1880 and 1887
(Godden 1964:147). Another mark includes an eagle and crown shield with the word
“WARRANTED” above the shield. This mark was used by the U.S. pottery, Knowles, Taylor,
Knowles between 1872 and 1904 (Lehner 1988:238). Three other fragments bear marks of two
different Meakin factories of Stafforshire, England. On one are the partial words “MEAK
/…LAND.” Two others bear partial marks of the J & G Meakin pottery that include the word
“England.” Specific date ranges could not be determined for the three partial marks but
inclusion of “England” in them indicates that they post-date 1891 (Godden 1964:426).
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Figure 6. Example of artifacts visible on rodent burrow back dirt piles at site 682-1.

Other Domestic group artifacts include two fragments of salt-glazed stoneware
(“crockery”), a fragment from a white opaque glass canning jar lid liner, one piece of decorated
lamp chimney glass, four fragments from two porcelain vessels, the shapes of which cannot be
determined, and one piece of colorless glass painted on one surface with pink paint.
Structural group objects number 33 and include seven nails, including six that are
machine cut and one wire nail, a metal grommet, and 25 fragments of windowpane glass.
Personal group artifacts represent health, clothing, and social drugs categories. Clothingrelated artifacts include nine Prosser buttons. The buttons are of various sizes and each is a fourhole sew-through. They most likely came off coats and shirts/blouses. One button has a “pie
crust” obverse and the front of another is painted. Health related items include one complete
bottle and four bottle fragments representing a minimum of three containers. The fragments are
colorless glass or amethyst-tinted glass. The former are bottle necks and neck finishes with
patent or prescriptions finishes. These types of finishes that were common on late nineteenth
century and early twentieth century proprietary remedy bottles. The latter include a base
fragment and a neck with a prescription finish. The complete bottle is aqua colored glass. It is
diminutive: 1.75 inches tall and .75 inch wide and likely held some type of pill. The bottle has a
mold seam that extends from the body to just below the neck, a technological trait that dates the
container to the period 1880 to 1890 (Polak 2002). As noted above, amethyst tinting indicates
the presence of manganese in the glass. Mass-produced glass objects with amethyst tinting are
dated to between approximately 1880 and 1917 (Lockhart 2006; Newman 1970).
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Social drugs items include two fragments representing tobacco-smoking pipes and a
colorless glass bottleneck with a straight brandy or wine finish, a type of finish most commonly
found on alcoholic beverage bottles. The pipe fragments are of buff to gray clay, respectively,
rather than white ball clay, which is a more common pipe manufacturing material. Each is
decorated. One is a rim fragment with diamond stamped design. The second is from the
juncture of the bowl and stem. It is decorated in a ribbed or fluted pattern.
The 39 artifacts classified as Indefinite Use/Undefined include 35 of glass, three of metal,
and one of ceramic. Most of the glass fragments are unmarked bottle body sherds that exhibit no
technological attributes useful for dating them or assigning them to a discrete functional
category. However, five glass fragments, representing a minimum of four containers are
embossed with letters. They likely come from side and back panels of bottles that contained
proprietary medicinal products. This interpretation cannot be confirmed and for that reason they
are included in the Indefinite Use/Undefined category rather than the personal items category. In
addition, seven glass fragments exhibit amethyst tinting, which, as noted above, dates them to the
late nineteenth century and earlier twentieth century.
Site 682-2
This site is located in the easternmost part of the hospital grounds where buildings 7-9 are
located east of Park Avenue NE. This area was formerly part of the M. L. Savage DLC and the
site is likely near where the Savage home and outbuildings were located as early as 1852 (GLO
1852).
As recorded, the site includes 16 artifacts representing a minimum of 14 individual items
that were found on the ground surface and in six of the 10 STPs excavated in the general area. It
is maximally 165 m east to west and 100 m north to south. Property lines define its north and
part of its southern boundary. To the southwest, a short steep slope defines the site and to the
west, it is defined by STPs that lacked mid-nineteenth century artifacts.
Twelve of the 16 artifacts were found on the surface or the upper 20 cm of the soil profile
but some objects were found as deeply as 50 cmbs. One ceramic artifact from the surface crossmends to another found in STP 81 (between 0-20 cmbs). The artifacts represent the Domestic,
Structural, and Personal functional groups. Two are classified as Indefinite Use/Undefined
because they cannot be classified into a specific functional group.
Domestic group artifacts include five ceramic sherds, one piece of an aqua glass canning
jar, and a fragment from a glass lantern chimney. The ceramic sherds are earthenware and WIE.
They represent a minimum of three flatware vessels. Three of the sherds cross mend to form part
of plate decorated with a transfer print in the “SUSA” pattern, which was manufactured by the
Charles Meigh and Sons pottery between 1851 and 1861 (Williams and Weber 1978:121).
Another is a rim fragment decorated with impressed curved lines and blue feather edging. The
decorative style was in vogue in the early nineteenth century and the fragment probably dates to
between the 1820s and the 1840s (Chapman 1993:66-67). The final ceramic artifact is a small
fragment decorated with a brown transfer print. Too little of the pattern is present to be
identified. The canning jar and lamp chimney fragments are not dateable.
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The single Personal group artifact is a dark olive glass fragment that most likely
represents an alcohol beverage bottle. It is thick (5 to 7 millimeters), has a pronounced mold
seam, and a rough, orange-peel-like surface texture. Its color and technological attributes
suggest that it comes from a bottle manufactured in the mid-nineteenth century (Newman 1970).
Structural group number five and include three fragments of window glass, two complete
nails, one of which is machine cut and the other of indeterminate manufacture. The Indefinite
Use/Undefined items include two undecorated WIE fragments and one amber glass bottle
fragment. The latter appears modern and, if so, is intrusive into the site’s deposits.
Isolates
Prehistoric artifacts were found in STPs 37 (682-3i), 53 (682-4i), 67 (682-5i), 84 (6826i), and 90 (682-7i). Four of these STPs were excavated at or near the leading edge of the upper
terrace and the fifth (STP 90) was in the south-central part of the project area on the lower
terrace. The isolates are separated by at least 60 m from one another and for present purposes,
are considered separate occurrence of prehistoric artifacts.
Isolate 682-6i (STP 84) contained three pieces of lithic debitage and the other isolates
each contained one flake. The flakes in STPs 37, 67, 84, and 90 were found between 0 and 20
cmbs. The flake in STP 53 was found between 20 and 40 cmbs. As a group, the isolates include
five CCS flakes, and one flake each of obsidian and quartzite. One of the CCS flakes (682-3i)
represents early-stage biface thinning. All of the rest of the CCS flakes are fragments of
uncertain technological association. The obsidian flake (682-6i) was produced during pressure
flaking and the quartzite flake (682-7i) is from biface thinning.
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DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Discussion
In AAR’s opinion, the General Scatter does not represent evidence of patterned cultural
activity. Given that the grounds have been actively used for 125 years, and parts of it even
longer, it is not surprising that they contain a widespread “smear” of historical artifacts and
modern objects. These materials represent an incidental deposit most likely formed as a result of
construction and demolition events, from the incomplete removal of debris following a
demolition event, and the causal disposal of refuse around the various buildings in which people
live and work. The General Scatter includes many objects noted on the ground surface that were
not collected. They typically were widely scattered and of the same types as those found in the
STPs.
Three areas within the General Scatter contained higher frequencies of objects than
surrounding areas. Two of these were designated Relative Concentrations 1 and 2. If they are
considered coherent associations of material objects, the concentrations are dated by the items
with the most recent manufacturing dates. Each concentration contained a ceramic vessel that
could not have been produced before 1948. On that basis, the concentrations do not meet the
Oregon State age requirement to be considered historical. Relative Concentrations 1 and 2 likely
were formed by the same processes or sorts of processes that account for the General Scatter.
Based on the terminus post quem dates on objects with known date ranges, site 682-1
appears to have formed after 1891. The age and types of the artifacts that it contains and their
density in a discrete space clearly distinguish the site from the General Scatter or either relative
artifact concentration. In consideration of those attributes, the site is interpreted as a dump
associated with hospital operations. With the information at hand, the specific processes that
account for its formation are not known.
In the daily care of its patients, and during its normal operations, a facility the size of the
OSH can be expected to generate considerable material waste. This is as true historically as it is
today. An incinerator was constructed at the hospital in 1910 to dispose of waste and later was
used as a crematorium (Bell 1991:13). It has not been determined what happened to the refuse
generated by the people living and working at the OSH before 1910. Site 682-1 may represent a
formal dump created to manage the facility’s waste stream. As its overall size has not yet been
determined, it may represent a key component in pre-1910 waste management for the hospital.
On the other hand, it may represent a less formal dump, or even an illicit dump, formed by a few
dumping events. In either case, the artifacts it contains could provide important insight into
institutional care and therapies related to mental illness in the late-nineteenth century.
With its early dated artifacts, site 682-2 likely consists of household debris from the M.
L. Savage homestead, which was settled before 1852. The artifact deposit appears to be a yard
midden that likely accumulated in a domestic compound through incidental refuse disposal. It
could also represent an artifact scatter such as might result from the contents of a refuse pit, or
trash-filled shaft feature, being partly disinterred and spread around by plowing or some other
sort of earthmoving. At present, the site includes only 16 artifacts, one of which could be a
modern object intrusive into the historical artifact assemblage. It is highly unlikely that the
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materials recovered to date represent the site’s total artifact inventory. Mid-nineteenth century
domestic sites often contain shaft features such as wells and privies, or other subsurface features
such as trash pits and root cellars. These types of spaces often were used as refuse receptacles
after they completed their use lives. The site might also contain architectural features such as
corner piers, chimney bases, and foundation remnants. These types of deposits and features are
discrete and are difficult to discover using STPs. Already, site 682-2 represents one of a very
few 1850s-era domestic sites discovered in the Willamette Valley. It has the potential to yield
information important in a wide variety of research dimensions related to the reestablishment of
the American society at the end of the Oregon Trail.
As recorded, the isolates provide limited information. They indicate prehistoric use of
the local landscape particularly the leading edge of the upper terrace. Otherwise, they simply
represent places where some flintknapping event took place. With the available evidence, the
extent to which historical and modern landuse practices have impacted or affected the isolates
cannot be assessed.
Recommendations
For the reasons presented above, AAR’s recommends that no further archaeological
investigations are warranted for the General Scatter or for Relative Concentrations 1 and 2. It is
AAR’s opinion that those resources are not archaeological and that they do represent source of
potentially important information regarding the historical operations of the OSH.
In AAR’s opinion, site 682-1 represents a potential source of important information
related to institutional care and patient therapies during the late nineteenth century at the OSH.
If the site cannot be avoided during the proposed redevelopment of the property, AAR
recommends additional archaeological studies to define the site’s overall boundaries and to
recover a sample of the site’s deposits adequate to determine its status to be listed on the
National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). As part of the recommended studies, additional
background research should be conducted focused on developing a historical context for
interpreting the archaeological deposits at site 682-1.
It is AAR’s opinion that site 682-2 represents a potential source of important information
related to the initial period of American settlement of the Willamette Valley after the close of the
period of active immigration. If the site cannot be avoided during the proposed redevelopment
of the property, AAR recommends additional archaeological studies to determine its status to be
listed on the NRHP. As part of the recommended studies, additional background research should
be conducted focused on developing a historical context for interpreting the site’s archaeological
deposits.
Isolates are not usually considered eligible for listing in the NRHP. However, the
spacing between the five isolates is minimally 60 m. If the areas containing the isolates cannot
be avoided during the proposed redevelopment project, AAR recommends limited additional
fieldwork at each isolate to document that they do indeed contain fewer than 10 artifacts.
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APPENDIX A
Documentation Forms:
Site 682-1
Site 682-2
Isolate 682-3i
Isolate 682-4i
Isolate 682-5i
Isolate 682-6i
Isolate 682-7i

Oregon State Historic Preservation Office | Cultural Resources Reporting Form- 1

Administrative Data
Smithsonian Number:
Alternate ID Numbers: 682-1
National Register Status:
Eligible
Listed
Not Eligible
Unevaluated X
Site Name:
District:
County: Marion
Agency: State of Oregon Department of Human Services
Firm: Applied Archaeological Research, Inc.
4001 NE Halsey Street, Suite 3
Portland, Oregon 97232
Cultural Period(s) (choose one):
Historic
Attachments:
Figure 1. Site location

Locational Data
Legal Description: NW ¼ of Section 25, Township 7S, Range 3W, WM
DLC:
UTM Zone: 10
Easting: 499423
Northing: 4975942
USGS Quad Series:
7.5-minute

Quad Name:
Salem West, Oreg.

Quad Date:
1969 (1986)

GPS? (y/n): Yes
UTM Datum: NAD 83
Describe access to site:
Site 682-1 is located on the Oregon State Hospital property, near the southwest part of the
grounds. The site is about 250 feet west of the eastern boundary of the property and
about 300 feet south of Greenway Drive NE.

Oregon State Historic Preservation Office | Cultural Resources Reporting Form- 2

Environmental Data
Province: Willamette Region
Drainage: Mill Creek
Basin: Middle Willamette Basin
Subbasin: Pudding River
Elevation (feet): 190
Aspect: SW
Depositional Environment
Alluvial
Soil Description:
Amity silt loam is a somewhat poorly drained soil formed in mixed alluvium. It is found
on dominantly level to rolling alluvial terraces.
Culturally Significant Vegetation (circle items):
none
Culturally Significant Vegetation Description:
N/A
WATER SOURCES
Name
Type
Mill Creek
Creek

Status
permanent

Class

FROM DATUM
Distance
Bearing
0.4 mile
South

Site Setting (Discuss environmental setting of site relevant to site location, including
on-site vegetation, topography, dated landforms and formation processes):
This site is located toward the western edge of the hospital grounds south from the row of
former staff housing along Greenway Drive NE. This area is on the lower terrace down
slope from the upper terrace and the main hospital complex. Artifacts at this site were
first noted on rodent burrowing back dirt piles.

Physical Data
Site Length (feet meters): 100 feet
Site Width (feet meters): 50 feet
Site Area (acres, square feet or square meters): 5,000 square feet
Depth of Cultural Deposits (centimeters): 0-40 cmbs
Date(s) of Use (as specific as possible)
Beginning Date:
Ending Date:
How Date(s)
unknown
unknown
Determined: N/A
Site Visit Information:
Visit Date:
Site Condition:
January 23, 2008 Good

Impact Agent(s):
Animal/burrowing

Were artifacts & other materials collected?

Yes

Oregon State Historic Preservation Office | Cultural Resources Reporting Form- 3
Site Conditions (circle):
Excellent - Site damage = or < 5% damage.
Impact Agents (circle):
Animal/burrowing
The Following Were Observed:(circle and include details or other artifacts in the
site description below).
Ceramics
Glass
Other
Metal Other
Bottles
Site Description (Include discussion of site condition, found artifacts and other
relevant info:
Site 682-1 consists of 133 collected objects. With the exception of one complete bottle
and several whole buttons, the artifacts are highly fragmented. Functionally, most
artifacts are assignable to the Domestic group and represent household products and
objects (n=43). Next most common are artifacts in the Structural group (n=33).
Seventeen artifacts are classified as Personal group objects and 40 items could not be
assigned to a particular functional group and are classified as Indefinite Use/Undefined.
Domestic group artifacts include 32 pieces of undecorated white improved earthenware
(WIE) that represent a minimum of 13 vessels. For the most part, the fragments are too
small to suggest vessel form but flatwares and hollowares are both represented. One
additional WIE fragment is decorated with a brown transfer print and another with a
hand-applied floral pattern. Five ceramic fragments are bases that have partial makers’
marks. One mark includes the partial word “TRAD” and a shield logo. It was used by
the Edward Clarke and Company, England, pottery between 1880 and 1887 (Godden
1964:147). Another mark includes an eagle and crown shield with the word
“WARRANTED” above the shield. This mark was used by the U.S. pottery, Knowles,
Taylor, Knowles between 1872 and 1904 (Lehner 1988:238). Three other fragments bear
marks of two different Meakin factories of Stafforshire, England. On one are the partial
words “MEAK /…LAND.” Two others bear partial marks of the J & G Meakin pottery
that include the word “England.” Specific date ranges could not be determined for the
three partial marks but inclusion of “England” in them indicates that they post-date 1891
(Godden 1964:426).
Other Domestic group artifacts include two fragments of salt-glazed stoneware
(“crockery”), a fragment from a white opaque glass canning jar lid liner, one piece of
decorated lamp chimney glass, four fragments from two porcelain vessels, the shapes of
which cannot be determined, and one piece of colorless glass painted on one surface with
pink paint.
Structural group objects number 33 and include seven nails, including six that are
machine cut and one wire nail, a metal grommet, and 25 fragments of windowpane glass.

Oregon State Historic Preservation Office | Cultural Resources Reporting Form- 4
Personal group artifacts represent health, clothing, and social drugs categories. Clothingrelated artifacts include nine Prosser buttons. The buttons are of various sizes and each is
a four-hole sew-through. They most likely came off coats and shirts/blouses. One is
buttons has a “pie crust” obverse and another has a painted front. Health related items
include one complete bottle and four bottle fragments representing a minimum of three
containers. The fragments are colorless glass or amethyst-tinted glass. The former are
bottle necks and neck finishes with patent or prescriptions finishes, finishes that were
common on late nineteenth century and early twentieth century proprietary remedy
bottles. The latter include a base fragment and a neck with a prescription finish. The
complete bottle is aqua colored glass. It is diminutive: 1.75 inches tall and .75 inch wide
and likely held some type of pill. The bottle has a mold seam that extends from the body
to just below the neck, a technological trait that dates the container to the period 1880 to
1890 (Polak 2002). Amethyst tinting indicates the presence of manganese in the glass.
Mass-produced glass objects with amethyst tinting are dated to between approximately
1880 and 1917 (Lockhart 2006; Newman 1970).
Social drugs items include two fragments representing tobacco-smoking pipes and a
colorless glass bottleneck with a straight brandy or wine finish, a type of finish most
commonly found on alcoholic beverage bottles. The pipe fragments are of buff to gray
clay, respectively, rather than white ball clay, which is a more common pipe
manufacturing material. Each is decorated. One is a rim fragment with diamond
stamped design. The second is from the juncture of the bowl and stem. It is decorated in
a ribbed or fluted pattern.
The 39 artifacts classified as Indefinite Use/Undefined include 35 of glass, three of metal,
and one of ceramic. Most of the glass fragments are unmarked bottle body sherds that
exhibit no technological attributes useful for dating them or assigning them to a discrete
functional category. However, five glass fragments, representing a minimum of four
containers are embossed with letters. They likely come from side and back panels of
bottles that contained proprietary medicinal products. This interpretation cannot be
confirmed and for that reason they are included in the Indefinite Use/Undefined category
rather than the personal items category. In addition, seven glass fragments exhibit
amethyst tinting, which, as noted above, dates them to the late nineteenth century and
earlier twentieth century.
Site Function:
Site 682-1 may represent a formal dump created to manage the facility’s waste stream.
As its overall size has not yet been determined, it may represent a key component in pre1910 waste management for the hospital. On the other hand, it may represent a less
formal dump, or even an illicit dump, formed by a few dumping events.
Present Use and Expected Impacts:
Not in use; unknown future impacts
Site Type(s):
Other

Oregon State Historic Preservation Office | Cultural Resources Reporting Form- 5
Features:
none
Artifact Functions:
Unknown

Report Information
Report Title:
Cultural Resources Investigation of the Oregon State Hospital Property, Marion County,
Oregon
Author(s) name: first, middle initial, last:
Thomas E. Becker and Bill R. Roulette
Primary Report (y/n):
Yes
Publication Year:
2008
Recorder Name (first, middle initial, last)
Curtis Heidrich
Assistant Archaeologist
Applied Archaeological research, Inc.
4001 NE Halsey Street, Suite 3
Portland, OR 97232
Date Site Record Entered or Modified

Site
682-1

N

0.5

0
Mile

Figure 1. Location of Site 382-1 as depicted on the 1969 Salem East, Oreg. and Salem West Oreg.
(photorevised 1986) 7.5-minute topographic quadrangles.
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Administrative Data
Smithsonian Number:
Alternate ID Numbers: 682-2
National Register Status:
Eligible
Listed
Not Eligible
Unevaluated X
Site Name:
District:
County: Marion
Agency: State of Oregon Department of Human Services
Firm: Applied Archaeological Research, Inc.
4001 NE Halsey Street, Suite 3
Portland, Oregon 97232
Cultural Period(s) (choose one):
Historic
Attachments:
Figure 1. Site location

Locational Data
Legal Description: NW ¼ of Section 25, Township 7S, Range 3W, WM
DLC:
UTM Zone: 10
Easting: 500000
Northing: 4975955
USGS Quad Series:
7.5-minute

Quad Name:
Salem East, Oreg.

Quad Date:
1969 (1986)

GPS? (y/n): Yes
UTM Datum: NAD 83
Describe access to site:
Site 682-2 is located on the Oregon State Hospital property, in an eastern extension from
the main part of the grounds.
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Environmental Data
Province: Willamette Region
Drainage: Mill Creek
Basin: Middle Willamette Basin
Subbasin: Pudding River
Elevation (feet): 200
Aspect: SW
Depositional Environment
Alluvial
Soil Description:
Woodburn Silt loam, 0 to 3 percent slopes, is a moderately well drained soil formed from
silty alluvium and loess.
Culturally Significant Vegetation (circle items):
none
Culturally Significant Vegetation Description:
N/A
WATER SOURCES
Name
Type
Mill Creek
Creek

Status
permanent

Class

FROM DATUM
Distance
Bearing
0.5 mile
South

Site Setting (Discuss environmental setting of site relevant to site location, including
on-site vegetation, topography, dated landforms and formation processes):
This site is located in the easternmost part of the hospital grounds where buildings 7-9 are
located east of Park Avenue NE.

Physical Data
Site Length (feet meters): 425 feet
Site Width (feet meters): 320 feet
Site Area (acres, square feet or square meters): 136,000 square feet
Depth of Cultural Deposits (centimeters): 0-50 cmbs
Date(s) of Use (as specific as possible)
Beginning Date:
Ending Date:
How Date(s)
unknown
unknown
Determined: N/A
Site Visit Information:
Visit Date:
Site Condition:
January 23, 2008 Good

Impact Agent(s):
N/A

Site Conditions (circle):
Excellent - Site damage = or < 5% damage.

Were artifacts & other materials collected?

Yes
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Impact Agents (circle):
none
The Following Were Observed:(circle and include details or other artifacts in the
site description below).
Ceramics
Glass
Metal Other
Bottles
Site Description (Include discussion of site condition, found artifacts and other
relevant info:
As recorded, the site includes 16 artifacts representing a minimum of 14 individual items
that were found on the ground surface and in six of the 10 STPs excavated in the general
area. Property lines define its north and part of its southern boundary. To the southwest,
a short steep slope defines the site and to the west, it is defined by STPs that lacked midnineteenth century artifacts.
Twelve of the 16 artifacts were found on the surface or the upper 20 cm of the soil profile
but some objects were found as deeply as 50 cmbs. One ceramic artifact from the surface
cross-mends to another found in STP 81 (between 0-20 cmbs). The artifacts represent the
Domestic, Structural, and Personal functional groups. Two are classified as Indefinite
Use/Undefined because they cannot be classified into a specific functional group.
Domestic group artifacts include five ceramic sherds, one piece of an aqua glass canning
jar, and a fragment from a glass lantern chimney. The ceramic sherds are earthenware
and WIE. They represent a minimum of three flatware vessels. Three of the sherds cross
mend to form part of plate decorated with a transfer print in the “SUSA” pattern, which
was manufactured by the Charles Meigh and Sons pottery between 1851 and 1861
(Williams and Weber 1978:121). Another is a rim fragment decorated with impressed
curved lines and blue feather edging. The decorative style was in vogue in the early
nineteenth century and the fragment probably dates to between the 1820s and the 1840s
(Chapman 1993:66-67). The final ceramic artifact is a small fragment decorated with a
brown transfer print. Too little of the pattern is present to be identified. The canning jar
and lamp chimney fragments and not dateable.
The single Personal group artifact is a dark olive glass fragment that most likely
represents an alcohol beverage bottle. It is thick (5 to 7 millimeters), has a pronounced
mold seam, and a rough, orange-peel-like surface texture. Its color and technological
attributes suggest that it comes from a bottle manufactured in the mid-nineteenth century
date (Newman 1970).
Structural group number five and include three fragments of window glass, two complete
nails, one of which is machine cut and the other of indeterminate manufacture. The
Indefinite Use/Undefined items include two undecorated WIE fragments and one amber
glass bottle fragment. The latter appears modern and, if so, is intrusive into the site’s
deposits.
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Site Function:
With its early dated artifacts, site 682-2 likely consists of household debris from the M.
L. Savage homestead, which was settled before 1852. The artifact deposit appears to be a
yard midden that likely accumulated in a domestic compound through incidental refuse
disposal. It could also represent an artifact scatter such as might result from the contents
of a refuse pit, or trash-filled shaft feature, being partly disinterred and spread around by
plowing or some other sort of earthmoving. At present, the site includes only 16 artifacts,
one of which could be a modern object intrusive into the historical artifact assemblage. It
is highly unlikely that the materials recovered to date represent the site’s total artifact
inventory.
Present Use and Expected Impacts:
Not in use; unknown future impacts
Site Type(s):
Other
Features:
none
Artifact Functions:
Unknown

Report Information
Report Title:
Cultural Resources Investigation of the Oregon State Hospital Property, Marion County,
Oregon
Author(s) name: first, middle initial, last:
Thomas E. Becker and Bill R. Roulette
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Primary Report (y/n):
Yes
Publication Year:
2008
Recorder Name (first, middle initial, last)
Curtis Heidrich
Assistant Archaeologist
Applied Archaeological research, Inc.
4001 NE Halsey Street, Suite 3
Portland, OR 97232
Date Site Record Entered or Modified

Site
682-2

N

0.5

0
Mile

Figure 1. Location of Site 382-2 as depicted on the 1969 Salem East, Oreg. and Salem West Oreg.
(photorevised 1986) 7.5-minute topographic quadrangles.

OREGON STATE CULTURAL RESOURCE ISOLATE FORM
_______________________________________________________________________________________
ADMINISTRATIVE DATA
CR_ISOLATE NUMBER: 682-3i
OWNER: State of Oregon Department of Human Services

COUNTY: Marion

_______________________________________________________________________________________
LOCATIONAL DATA
LEGAL DESCRIPTION: NW 1/4 of Section 25, Township 7S, Range 3W
DLC_____ UTM ZONE: 10 EASTING: 499710
NORTHING: 4976074
GPS (Y/N): NAD 83
USGS QUAD(S) NAME: Salem West, Oreg.
SERIES: 7.5
DATE: 1969 (1986)
_______________________________________________________________________________________
ENVIRONMENAL DATA
ELEVATION: 200 feet above mean sea level
SLOPE: 0%
ITEM DESCRIPTION (Narrative, drawings, sketch map, photo):

ASPECT: SW

Isolate 682-3i consists of one cryptocrystalline silicate flake found in STP 37, which was excavated on a
terrace overlooking a wetland (Figure 1). The flake was found from 0-20 centimeters below surface.
Collected? Yes X No
Recorder: Curtis K Heidrich
Date: 1/31/08
_______________________________________________________________________________________
ATTACH USGS TOPOGRAPHIC MAP:
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Figure 1. Location of Isolate 382-3i as depicted on the 1969 Salem East, Oreg. and Salem West
Oreg. (photorevised 1986) 7.5-minute topographic quadrangles.

OREGON STATE CULTURAL RESOURCE ISOLATE FORM
_______________________________________________________________________________________
ADMINISTRATIVE DATA
CR_ISOLATE NUMBER: 682-4i
OWNER: State of Oregon Department of Human Services

COUNTY: Marion

_______________________________________________________________________________________
LOCATIONAL DATA
LEGAL DESCRIPTION: NW 1/4 of Section 25, Township 7S, Range 3W
DLC_____ UTM ZONE: 10 EASTING: 499791
NORTHING: 4976046
GPS (Y/N): NAD 83
USGS QUAD(S) NAME: Salem West, Oreg.
SERIES: 7.5
DATE: 1969 (1986)
_______________________________________________________________________________________
ENVIRONMENAL DATA
ELEVATION: 200 feet above mean sea level
SLOPE: 0%
ITEM DESCRIPTION (Narrative, drawings, sketch map, photo):

ASPECT: SW

Isolate 682-4i consists of one cryptocrystalline silicate flake found in STP 53, which was excavated on a
terrace overlooking a wetland (Figure 1). The flake was found from 20-40 centimeters below surface.
Collected? Yes X No
Recorder: Curtis K Heidrich
Date: 1/31/08
_______________________________________________________________________________________
ATTACH USGS TOPOGRAPHIC MAP:
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Figure 1. Location of Isolate 382-4i as depicted on the 1969 Salem East, Oreg. and Salem West
Oreg. (photorevised 1986) 7.5-minute topographic quadrangles.

OREGON STATE CULTURAL RESOURCE ISOLATE FORM
_______________________________________________________________________________________
ADMINISTRATIVE DATA
CR_ISOLATE NUMBER: 682-5i
OWNER: State of Oregon Department of Human Services

COUNTY: Marion

_______________________________________________________________________________________
LOCATIONAL DATA
LEGAL DESCRIPTION: NW 1/4 of Section 25, Township 7S, Range 3W
DLC_____ UTM ZONE: 10 EASTING: 499951
NORTHING: 4976061
GPS (Y/N): NAD 83
USGS QUAD(S) NAME: Salem East, Oreg.
SERIES: 7.5
DATE: 1969 (1986)
_______________________________________________________________________________________
ENVIRONMENAL DATA
ELEVATION: 200 feet above mean sea level
SLOPE: 0%
ITEM DESCRIPTION (Narrative, drawings, sketch map, photo):

ASPECT: SW

Isolate 682-5i consists of one cryptocrystalline silicate flake found in STP 67, which was excavated in a
large grassy field on a terrace overlooking a wetland (Figure 1). The flake was found from 0-20 centimeters
below surface.
Collected? Yes X No
Recorder: Curtis K Heidrich
Date: 1/31/08
_______________________________________________________________________________________
ATTACH USGS TOPOGRAPHIC MAP:
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Figure 1. Location of Isolate 382-5i as depicted on the 1969 Salem East, Oreg. and Salem West
Oreg. (photorevised 1986) 7.5-minute topographic quadrangles.

OREGON STATE CULTURAL RESOURCE ISOLATE FORM
_______________________________________________________________________________________
ADMINISTRATIVE DATA
CR_ISOLATE NUMBER: 682-6i
OWNER: State of Oregon Department of Human Services

COUNTY: Marion

_______________________________________________________________________________________
LOCATIONAL DATA
LEGAL DESCRIPTION: NW 1/4 of Section 25, Township 7S, Range 3W
DLC_____ UTM ZONE: 10 EASTING: 499888
NORTHING: 4975974
GPS (Y/N): NAD 83
USGS QUAD(S) NAME: Salem West, Oreg.
SERIES: 7.5
DATE: 1969 (1986)
_______________________________________________________________________________________
ENVIRONMENAL DATA
ELEVATION: 200 feet above mean sea level
SLOPE: 0%
ITEM DESCRIPTION (Narrative, drawings, sketch map, photo):

ASPECT: SW

Isolate 682-6i consists of two cryptocrystalline silicate flakes and one obsidian flake found in STP 84, which
was excavated near the edge of a terrace overlooking a wetland (Figure 1). The flakes were found from 0-20
centimeters below surface.
Collected? Yes X No
Recorder: Curtis K Heidrich
Date: 1/31/08
_______________________________________________________________________________________
ATTACH USGS TOPOGRAPHIC MAP:
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Figure 1. Location of Isolate 382-6i as depicted on the 1969 Salem East, Oreg. and Salem West
Oreg. (photorevised 1986) 7.5-minute topographic quadrangles.

OREGON STATE CULTURAL RESOURCE ISOLATE FORM
_______________________________________________________________________________________
ADMINISTRATIVE DATA
CR_ISOLATE NUMBER: 682-7i
OWNER: State of Oregon Department of Human Services

COUNTY: Marion

_______________________________________________________________________________________
LOCATIONAL DATA
LEGAL DESCRIPTION: NW 1/4 of Section 25, Township 7S, Range 3W
DLC_____ UTM ZONE: 10
EASTING: 499743
NORTHING: 4975802
GPS (Y/N): NAD 83
USGS QUAD(S) NAME: Salem West, Oreg.
SERIES: 7.5
DATE: 1969 (1986)
_______________________________________________________________________________________
ENVIRONMENAL DATA
ELEVATION: 190 feet above mean sea level
SLOPE: 0%
ITEM DESCRIPTION (Narrative, drawings, sketch map, photo):

ASPECT: SW

Isolate 682-7i consists of one quartzite flake found in STP 90, which was excavated in a low, flat field
covered with grasses and wetlands (Figure 1). The flake was found from 0-20 centimeters below surface.
Collected? Yes X No
Recorder: Curtis K Heidrich
Date: 1/31/08
_______________________________________________________________________________________
ATTACH USGS TOPOGRAPHIC MAP:
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Figure 1. Location of Isolate 382-7i as depicted on the 1969 Salem East, Oreg. and Salem West
Oreg. (photorevised 1986) 7.5-minute topographic quadrangles.

APPENDIX B
Artifact Catalogs:
Site 682-1
Site 682-2
Isolate 682-3i
Isolate 682-4i
Isolate 682-5i
Isolate 682-6i
Isolate 682-7i

